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Abstract 7 

We analyse the viability of a novel reactor concept for chemical looping combustion applications with 8 

CO2 capture. The reactor consists of a packed bed of reduced oxygen carrier particles traversed by a 9 

series of empty conducts oriented in the axial direction. These conducts are made of permeable but 10 

non-selective porous walls, through which air diffuses towards the region of reacting solids. The 11 

diffusion flux of air through the orifices, which is perpendicular to the main bulk flow of gas along the 12 

conducts, imposes very long oxidation times for all the reacting particles and a quasi-steady heating 13 

up of the air flow. The conducts designed to have a very high length/diameter ratio (i.e. above 50) 14 

allow a large bypass of pressurized air through the reactor without coming into direct contact with the 15 

solids, resulting in a modest pressure drop of the gas (i.e. below 5% at the reactor exit). A preliminary 16 

reactor design example is described for a case using Fe/Fe2O3 pellets as oxygen carrier, which are 17 

packed into a reactor (L=100 m, I.D.=2 m) traversed by air conducts (I.D.=0.05 m) with a wall 2 mm 18 

thick and orifices occupying an area fraction of 0.12. The reactor can initially generate 100 MWth, with 19 

a gas flow at the exit at close to 1050ºC and 19 atm, and it could be used intermittently for more than 20 

9 hours as the main heater in a highly efficient Brayton cycle.  21 
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Introduction 23 

Chemical looping combustion (CLC) technology is widely recognised to have potential for CO2 capture 24 

with negligible energy penalties [1-4]. Recent reviews on CLC report on the substantial progress made 25 

in recent decades on the development of oxygen carriers, pilot plant operation and process variants 26 

[5-15]. For power plant applications using clean fuel gases, high energy conversion efficiencies require 27 

the air reactor to operate at high pressures and at the highest possible temperature to avoid functional 28 

and/or structural damage to the materials [1, 4, 16-18]. Interconnected fluidized-bed reactors are the 29 

main configuration proposed to carry out CLC processes. The efficient mixing of gas and solids in these 30 

reactors facilitates the control of the temperature during the fast and energy-intensive redox reactions 31 

characteristic of CLC systems [10,15]. However, interconnected fluidized-beds at high pressure still 32 

face serious challenges, such as the necessity to maintain a stable solids circulation between the 33 

reactors and the need for high-T and high-P filtering devices to remove fine particles from the gas that 34 

could otherwise affect the performance of downstream turbines [19,20]. Pressurized packed-bed 35 

reactors have been proposed to overcome these limitations. However, they have to deal with high 36 

temperature profiles caused by sharp reaction fronts that appear in the bed [21-25]. Different heat 37 

management strategies have been investigated to control the fluctuations in temperature, especially 38 

during the highly-exothermic oxidation stage of CLC systems. One alternative is to use oxygen carriers 39 

with low active phase contents. The heat released during the oxidation reaction is then absorbed by a 40 

large amount of inert solid, thereby moderating the temperature in the reaction front, but at the 41 

expense of having to use larger reactors for a given fuel input [26,27]. Packed-bed reactors loaded with 42 

high proportion of active oxygen carrier can be operated by recirculating a fraction of the product gas. 43 

The dilution of the gaseous feed allows the displacement of both reaction and heat transfer fronts to 44 

be controlled along the bed without exceeding the temperature limits. A configuration of this type 45 

allows more compact reactor designs but it involves greater energy demand and higher equipment 46 

cost because of the large gas recirculation [28,29]. CLC packed-bed reactors can also be operated by 47 

periodically reversing the direction of the gas flow. Preliminary studies have revealed that the frequent 48 
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switching of reducing and oxidizing feed enhances the heat management inside the bed leading to 49 

more uniform solids conversions and temperature profiles [30]. Another novel configuration consists 50 

of a rotating bed that spins round while fuel and air are introduced radially. The rapid switching 51 

between the oxidation and reduction stages should prevent the development of severe temperature 52 

profiles inside the bed [31,32]. However, this reactor design entails possible gas leakages between the 53 

reaction zones and requires complex balance of plant. Finally, honeycomb-structured CLC reactors 54 

offer larger surface areas than conventional fixed-beds for an enhanced gas-solid contact. Therefore, 55 

efficient fuel conversions are feasible with higher gas velocities throughout the bed with a moderate 56 

pressure drop, which also help to maintain moderate temperature profiles inside the reactor [33]. 57 

In this short communication, we examine the basic design and performance of a new packed-bed 58 

reactor concept [34] that attempts to overcome the main limitations of previous high pressure air 59 

reactors by permitting a slow diffusional control of the solids oxidation in the air reactor.  60 

Reactor concept and case example   61 

The main service of a CLC power generation system is to exploit the thermal power released during 62 

the oxidation of the oxygen carrier with air. Ideally, the air reactor should be integrated within a 63 

Brayton cycle (Fig. 1, top) so that compressed air is heated up by the exothermic oxidation reaction of 64 

Me to MeO and then expanded in a turbine. The nominal inlet temperatures of modern high-efficient 65 

gas turbines are around 1400ºC, but the maximum temperatures delivered by CLC fired systems cannot 66 

exceed the 1000-1200ºC range due to the constraints imposed by the oxygen carrier properties [5, 14]. 67 

Several process schemes propose the use of an additional combustor situated downstream of the CLC 68 

reactors to heat the gas entering the gas turbine up to temperatures that would result in maximum 69 

energy conversion efficiency, at the expense of certain carbon leakage when the fuel gas contains 70 

carbon [16, 35]. The typical conditions of air fed into these CLC systems are about 500 ºC and 20 atm 71 

[26-29], so that a temperature increase in the air reactor of between 500 and 700 ºC is a reasonable 72 

compromise for design calculations. Moreover, oxidation enthalpies are very high for most oxygen 73 
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carriers (e.g. ΔH273K=-553.7 kJ/molO2 for Fe/Fe2O3, which is the pair of solids used in the example 74 

below). An overall heat balance in the air reactor represented in Fig. 1 (top) shows that modest 75 

conversions of O2 in the pressurized air that lead to about 0.17-0.18 of O2 volume fraction at the reactor 76 

exit are sufficient to heat up the circulating air to over 1100 ºC, assuming adiabatic conditions. 77 

Therefore, the main design challenge for the air reactor is to ensure a low O2 conversion when it enters 78 

into contact with a highly reactive oxygen carrier (Me), while maintaining a reasonably low pressure 79 

drop of about 5% [26-29] in the gas subsequently expanded in the turbine for power generation. The 80 

bottom part of Fig. 1 illustrates the gas-solid contact mode adopted in the proposed air reactor to fulfill 81 

these two major constraints.  82 

 83 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the novel air reactor set-up.  84 

The overall reactor set-up is conceptually similar to that proposed by Kusano et al. in a seminal patent 85 

for the desulfurization of flue gas [36], in which a large flow of gas passes through a vessel containing 86 

bags of solid sorbent to remove SO2. Perforated sheets or nets separate the bed of solids from the 87 

circulating gas. SO2 then flows by diffusion through the orifices from the flue gas towards the interior 88 

of the bags, where the gas remains in a stagnant state. In the reactor proposed in this work, the same 89 
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principle is used to reduce by several orders of magnitude the oxidation rate of the oxidizing particles 90 

in the packed bed and achieve the desired modest conversion of O2. As shown in Fig. 1, the packed bed 91 

of solids (containing the oxygen carrier in its reduced form, Me) is traversed in axial direction by 92 

conducts free of solids through which air flows at high velocity. These conducts are made of porous 93 

walls with small orifices that allow a non-selective diffusion of gas. A diffusion flow of air is established 94 

through them, perpendicular to the bulk flow of gas along the conduct. When O2 reacts with the 95 

oxidizing solids, the heat generated is transferred through the wall of the conducts and heats up the 96 

main air stream. Despite the great reactivity of the solid particles with oxygen under CLC conditions, it 97 

is possible to impose very long oxidation times (i.e. hours), since the solids are forced to share the 98 

limited oxygen arriving from the oxygen-rich region of the air conducts. This controlled oxidation 99 

process will proceed throughout the reactor volume, thereby generating a steady axial temperature 100 

profile along the reactor without hot spots and sharp axial reaction fronts characteristic of the reactor 101 

designs mentioned above.  102 

To illustrate with a quantitative example the viability and performance of the proposed air reactor, the 103 

basic design rules that govern the O2 diffusional fluxes in the reactor are described below for a 104 

particular case where iron oxide (i.e. Fe/Fe2O3) is used as oxygen carrier.  105 

The fraction of gas conduct wall occupied by orifices and the effective length of these orifices are 106 

critical design parameters for limiting the oxidation rate of the solids in the packed bed. The high 107 

temperature conditions existing in the air reactor will allow sufficiently fast oxidation kinetics of the 108 

oxygen carrier to ensure that the O2 partial pressure in the voids between the particles of the packed 109 

bed remains close to zero. In these conditions, the overall reaction rate will be controlled by the flux 110 

of O2 through the orifices of the wall (FO2, mol/s O2 per m2 of gas conduct wall), which is given by Fick´s 111 

diffusion law, according to equation (1). 112 

𝐹𝑂2,𝑧 =
𝐷𝑂2,𝑧  𝜀𝑤 𝐶𝑂2,𝑧

𝐼𝑜
        (1) 113 
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where DO2 is the local value of the diffusivity of oxygen in air,  w  is the fraction of gas conduct wall area 114 

occupied by the orifices, CO2,z is the local molar concentration of O2 and lo is the effective length of the 115 

orifices.  116 

The orifices are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the gas conduct wall. Their diameter should be 117 

sufficiently small to prevent the entrance of particles from the packed bed section to the air conducts 118 

and sufficiently large to reduce Knudsen diffusion effects, that would impose further limitations on the 119 

effective flux of oxygen through the wall. In steady state conditions, the initial power output from the 120 

oxidation of Me to MeO will be the local product of the flux of O2 through the orifices and the oxidation 121 

enthalpy (i.e. FO2·∆Hr,O2), which only depends on the diffusion properties of the gas through the orifices 122 

in the wall, and not on the properties of the reacting solids or their degree of conversion.  123 

As can be seen below, similar values of FO2 throughout the air reactor are feasible even with large 124 

differences in axial temperatures. This is because the fluxes of oxygen along the reactor at a given time 125 

t are only linked to the variability in the diffusivity and concentration of O2 with the local operating 126 

conditions (see equation 1) once the design has been fixed (i.e. once the variables affecting the porous 127 

wall have been defined). For example, the fact that temperature has opposite effects on diffusivity and 128 

concentration of O2 makes the oxygen fluxes to be remarkably close even at the extremely different 129 

local temperature conditions found along the reactor. In the case of pressure, this is even more 130 

pronounced as the diffusivity varies inversely proportional to pressure while concentration 131 

dependency to this variable is directly proportional. This means that O2 fluxes, and therefore reaction 132 

rates and heat generation rates, are not affected by pressure when all other conditions are maintained. 133 

As a result, control possibilities of the oxygen fluxes for a fixed reactor design (and thus, of the thermal 134 

output) are very limited since the fluxes of oxygen barely change within the range of temperatures 135 

expected. A heat balance in an elemental volume of the reactor under adiabatic and steady state 136 

conditions allows the axial temperature profile in the reactor to be calculated by taking into account 137 

the difference in temperature between the wall (Tw,z) and air (Tgas,z), as follows: 138 
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𝑑(𝑚𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝑧𝐶𝑝𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝑧 𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝑧)

𝑑𝑧
 = 𝐴𝑤ℎ𝑤,𝑧(𝑇𝑤,𝑧 − 𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝑧) = 𝐴𝑤𝐹𝑂2,𝑧 ∆𝐻𝑟,𝑂2 

(2) 

where mgas,z is the local mass flow rate of gas, cpgas,z is heat capacity of the gas, Aw is the total inner area 139 

of the air conduct walls and hw,z is the local wall-gas heat transfer coefficient. Both temperature axial 140 

profiles Tw,z and Tgas,z  can then be obtained from the known initial conditions at z=0 by solving equations 141 

(1) and (2). 142 

As the particles of the oxygen carrier are progressively converted from Me to MeO, additional 143 

resistances to the reaction may appear, in addition to that of the extreme resistance imposed by the 144 

diffusion of oxygen through the porous wall. As a consequence, there may be a gradual decrease in 145 

the overall oxidation reaction rate and hence, in the power output, from a maximum value at the 146 

beginning of the operation (i.e. when the molar fraction of Me in the packed bed, XMe, is equal to 1) to 147 

a minimum when the solids approach total oxidation (i.e. when XMe=0 and XMeO=1). In the absence of 148 

experimental information on particular materials and reactor set-ups, two extreme cases have been 149 

considered:  150 

1. The only controlling step is the diffusion through the orifices (equation 1) and the process is not 151 

affected by the progressive conversion of the solids. This implies some kind of mass transport 152 

mechanism (for example, gas convection promoted by local temperature profiles at particle level) 153 

in the inter-particle voids of the volume associated with each orifice (represented on the right-154 

hand side of Fig. 1). In this case, the power output will remain constant during the oxidation of 155 

the full batch of solids in the reactor and only change drastically to zero once the solids have 156 

reached full oxidation. 157 

 158 

2. An oxidation front moves away from each orifice in perpendicular direction to the air flow in the 159 

conducts (i.e. a bed of MeO located at a distance “y” from the wall is growing at the expense of 160 

the initial bed of Me). In this case, the same oxygen diffusion mass balance yields Equation 3 161 
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(assuming the gas diffusivity of O2 to be the same in the orifices and in the voids between the 162 

particles), which shows that the oxygen flux (and thus, the overall oxidation reaction rate) 163 

decreases with time as the reaction front advances in the solids bed:   164 

𝐹𝑂2,𝑧,𝑡 =
𝐷𝑂2,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡  𝜀𝑤 (𝐶𝑂2,𝑧,𝑡−𝐶𝑂2,𝑧,𝑤,𝑡)

𝐼𝑜
=

𝐷𝑂2,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡  𝜀𝑀𝑒𝑂 𝐶𝑂2,𝑧,𝑤,𝑡

𝑦𝑧,𝑡
   (3) 165 

where CO2,z,w,t is the local concentration of O2 on the side of the air conduct wall in contact with the 166 

solids bed and yz,t is the position of the oxidation reaction front at that point in time and reactor length. 167 

The advance of the oxidation front away from the conduct wall with time can be estimated from the 168 

overall conversion of Me to MeO (XMeO,t) and the effective thickness of the initial packed bed of solids 169 

allocated to each air conduct (yMe). Assuming Cartesian dimensions (i.e. for flat air conducts or thin 170 

packed beds per cylindrical air conduct), it can be calculated as follows: 171 

 yz,t=XMeO,z,t yMe         (4) 172 

As noted above, fluxes of oxygen will not change much in the axial direction, which means that an 173 

average value of XMeO,t can be adopted for the entire reactor at any given time. This, combined with 174 

equation (3), yields for a given time and level of conversion of the solids:  175 

𝐹𝑂2,𝑧,𝑡 =
(𝐷𝑂2,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡  𝜀𝑤  𝐶𝑂2,𝑧,𝑡)/𝐼𝑜

(1 +
𝑋𝑀𝑒𝑂,𝑡𝑦𝑀𝑒𝜀𝑤

𝐼𝑜𝜀𝑀𝑒𝑂  
)

                                                                                    (5) 176 

The average conversion of the solids at any time (XMeO,t) can be calculated from the oxygen mass 177 

balance in the solid phase associated with each orifice, which states that the oxygen that has diffused 178 

through the porous walls from time 0 to t must be in the form of MeO: 179 

𝑏𝑋𝑀𝑒𝑂,𝑡𝑦𝑀𝑒(1 − 𝜀𝑀𝑒𝑂)𝐿𝑟𝜌𝑀𝑒𝑂 = ∫ ∫ 𝐹𝑂2,𝑧,𝑡𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑧
𝑧=𝐿𝑟

𝑧=0

𝑡=𝑡

𝑡=0

                                                          (6) 180 

where b are the moles of O2 reacted per mol of MeO, MeO is the molar density of MeO (mol/m3) and 181 

Lr is the total length of the reactor (m).  182 
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A preliminary conceptual design with Fe/Fe2O3 as oxygen carrier has been calculated assuming a 183 

reactor 100 m long, with an inner diameter of 2 m and traversed axially by air conducts with diameter 184 

of 0.05 m. The air reactor is able to generate a maximum power of 100 MWth with the gas at the exit 185 

flowing at 1048 ºC and 18.9 atm. Dynamic temperature changes to achieve pseudo-steady states have 186 

been ignored for the sake of simplicity, because the thermal ballast associated with temperature 187 

changes in the mass of the reactor is much smaller than the total energy density stored in the reactor 188 

(3100 kWh/m3 in the example). Moreover, no temperature profiles in the bed in a direction 189 

perpendicular to the air flow have been considered due to the modest depth of the solids bed 190 

associated with a single orifice (i.e. 0.02 m in the example). The correlations for calculating the 191 

diffusivity of oxygen and other transport properties at different temperatures have been obtained 192 

from Perry´s handbook [37]. Table 1 summarizes the reactor characteristics and the input operating 193 

conditions chosen for the case study with Fe/Fe2O3 and Table 2 shows the results obtained once the 194 

previous set of equations are solved. 195 

Table 1. Reactor characteristics and operating conditions corresponding to the reference case study. 196 

Parameters Values 

Target thermal power output (MW) 100 

Reactor length, Lr (m) 100 

Effective internal diameter of each air conduct, Di (m) 0.05 

Thickness or air conduct walls = diffusion length through the wall (m), l0 0.002 

Fraction of air conduct wall occupied by orifices, εw 0.12 

Effective thickness of packed bed of iron solids around an air conduct (m), yMe 0.02 

Initial vol. fraction of Fe (iron sponge) in the packed bed around air conducts, (1-εMe) 0.3 

Inlet air pressure, Pin  (atm) 20 

Inlet air temperature, Tin (ºC) 500 

Inlet air velocity in the interior of the air conduct (m/s) 20 

Enthalpy of oxidation of Fe to Fe2O3 (kJ/mol O2)  553.7 
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Maximum conversion of Fe to Fe2O3 1 

Fe/Fe2O3 solid densities (kg/m3) 7874/5250 

 197 

Table 2. Calculated parameters at the beginning of the oxidation period in the air reactor, for the 198 

operating conditions listed in Table 1 and assuming steady operation of the reactor. 199 

 200 

1 Nu=0.023∙Re0.8Pr0.4;  2 DO2,z =0.113∙(T+273)1.724/P (m2/s x 10-8);  3 fF=0.04/Re0.16 201 

Under these controlled oxidation conditions, and for the case 1 noted above, it would take more than 202 

9 hours for the oxygen to oxidize the entire packed bed. It should be mentioned that the operation of 203 

the reactor in a subsequent reduction cycle (i.e. Fe2O3 to Fe) involving the feeding of a fuel gas is 204 

considered outside the scope of this work. In general, the operation of this fuel reactor will entail less 205 

challenging reaction conditions and time scales, since fuel flow rates are typically one order of 206 

magnitude lower than the air flows in the air reactors, reduction enthalpies are lower than oxidation 207 

Parameters Value 

Effective total internal diameter of the reactor, (m) 1.97 

Number of air conducts or pipes, Na 438 

Air conduct wall-air heat transfer coeffic., h, at reactor inlet (outlet) (W/m2K) 480 (615)1 

Diffusivity of O2 in N2, DO2,z  at inlet (outlet) (m2/s x 10-6) 5.4 (11.9)2 

Initial flux of oxygen trough the wall, inlet (outlet) of the reactor, (mol O2/m2s) 0.182 (0.219) 

Fanning factor at inlet  0.005453 

Temperature of the gas at the reactor exit, (ºC) 1048 

O2 volume fraction at the reactor exit 0.185 

Gas velocity at the reactor exit, (m/s) 33.13 

Pressure at the reactor exit, (atm) 18.93 

Minimum time to complete the oxidation of the solids in the reactor, (hours) 9.22 

Average  energy density stored in the full reactor at t=0 (kWh/m3 reactor) 3099 
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enthalpies and the operation times can also be much longer (in particular when the air reactor is used 208 

only as back-up power system). 209 

As mentioned above, the calculated flux of O2 through the orifices of the wall is very similar along the 210 

air reactor despite the large difference in temperatures between the inlet and outlet of the axial 211 

conducts. In fact, this phenomenon makes the axial heat generation rate and temperature profiles 212 

virtually linear, as can be seen in Fig. 2a (solid lines). These temperature profiles are very sensitive to 213 

design decisions that determine such oxygen fluxes.   214 

In addition, for the case 2 described around equation 3, additional resistances to O2 diffusion in the 215 

orifice will appear in the bed, resulting in a drop in temperatures at the reactor exit (see dotted line 216 

Fig. 2a, for a constant mass flow at the inlet). In this case study, when almost all the iron present in the 217 

bed has been converted into Fe2O3, the temperature of the gas leaving the reactor would be around 218 

660 ºC. 219 

 220 

 221 

 222 

 223 

 224 

 225 

 226 
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 227 

Fig. 2. a) Axial temperature and oxygen profiles (right axis) of air and conducts wall at the beginning of 228 

the oxidation stage (solid lines) and when the solids bed is approaching full oxidation (dotted lines); b) 229 

Fall in oxygen fluxes and reactor power output as a function of the conversion of Fe to Fe2O3 for cases 230 

1 and 2 (using the data listed in Table 1 to calculate =2.18). 231 

Figure 2b shows the decay in power output during the operation under the mode described in case 2. 232 

As can be seen, the term “= yMe w / loMeO” in equation (5) entails critical design decisions, since the 233 

fact that bringing it towards zero to maintain the production of power stable will involve much thinner 234 

layers of oxygen carrier per each associated air conduct (i.e. more air conducts for a given amount of 235 

solids), much longer reactors to operate with smaller fraction of air conduct wall occupied by orifices 236 

(εw), or larger wall thicknesses with a more loosely packed bed of solids (lo).  237 

The decay in power output of the proposed air reactor due to the additional diffusional resistance as 238 

the conversion of the solids progresses may be unavoidable, but this should not be a showstopper for 239 

the use of this diffusion controlled reactor in applications where a steady power supply is demanded. 240 

A straightforward solution to ensure steady outputs has already been mentioned above: this consists 241 

in burning a minor flow of fuel gas at the reactor exit (or at turbine entrance) to top up temperatures, 242 

and consequently, the efficiency of the Brayton cycle [16, 35]. Therefore, the proposed reactor could 243 

be of practical use for wide range of applications, including mobile applications (e.g. boats) and other 244 
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systems that could accommodate high L/D aspect ratios. However, clearly more theoretical and 245 

experimental work is needed to proof the concept. 246 
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